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Background

NASA space systems, including mission operations on the ground and in space, are
complex, dynamic, predominantly automated systems in which the human operator is a
supervisory controller. The human operator monitors and fine-tunes computer-based
control systems and is responsible for ensuring safe and efficient system operation. In
such systems, the potential consequences of human mistakes and errors may be very
large, and low probability of such events is likely. Thus, system design cannot be based on
direct empirical evidence from system operation and accidents, but has to be judged by
predictive models of human-system interaction. Furthermore, automation tends to
transfer human from psycho-motor tasks that can be formally described to higher level
cognitive tasks of supervision, problem solving, and decision making for which
conventional behavioralistic studies are inadequate. Thus, models of cognitive functions

in complex systems are needed to describe human performance and form the theoretical
basis of operator workstation design, including displays, controls, and decision support
aids.

Currently, there several candidate modeling methodologies (Jones and Mitchell, 1987 and
1989). They include the Rasmussen abstraction/aggregation hierarchy and decision
ladder (Rasmussen, 1989), the goal-means network (Woods and Hollnagel, 1987), the
problem behavior graph (Newell and Simon, 1972), and the operator function model
(Mitchell, 1987). LThese models are very similar in high-level goals and general flavor
differing primarily in details that are linked to the specific domains in which they evolved
and the application for which they were initially used. For example, the Rasmussen,
Woods, and Hollnagel models were initially defined in the area of continuous process
control such as nuclear power; whereas, Mitchell's model was developed for discrete
systems such as satellite ground control and automated manufacturing system control. In
addition, the former models initially were descriptive, attempting to characterize actual
operator activities, particularly in situations involving human error. The operator
function model represents normative operator behavior--expected operator activities given

currentsystem state.

Progress of the Research Program

The research conducted under the sponsorship of this grant focuses on the extension of the
theoretical structure of the operator function model and its application to NASA Johnson
mission operations and space station applications. The operator function model shows
much promise as a 'macro' or engineering model of human performance that can
complement 'micro' or cognitive science models.

The initial portion of this research consists of two parts. The first is a series of technical
exchanges between NASA Johnson and Georgia Tech researchers. The purpose is to
identify candidate applications for the current operator function model; prospects include
mission operations and the Data Management System Testbed. The second portion will
address extensions of the operator function model to tailor it to the specific needs of Johnson
applications. For example, the inclusion of a model feature to represent initiation and
execution of pre-defined procedures or checklists is a potential extension. The enhanced
operator function model methodology will be used for both performance modeling and
system design. Follow-on research will explore particular applications identified in this
first phase.

At thispoint,we have accomplishedtwo things.During a seriesofconversationswith JSC
researchers,we have definedthe technicalgoalofthe researchsupportedby thisgrant tobe



the structural definition of the operator function model and its companion computer
implementation, OFMspert. Both the OFM and OFMspert have matured to the point that
they require infrastructure to facilitate use by researchers not involved in the evolution of
the tools. As a case study, we will work with JSC researchers to model a JSC application.
The ease of use and/or difficulties will be observed and used as input for the more formal
specification of an OFM/OFMspert structure.

The second accomplishment this year was the identification of the Payload Deployement
and Retrieval System (PDRS) as a candidate system for the case study. Christine M.
Mitchell, the pricipal investigator, and Dave Thurman, a graduate student in the Center
for Human Machine Systems at the Georiga Institute of Technology, visited JSC in May
and spent two days exploring various JSC applications. In conjunction with government
and contractor personnel in the Human-Computer Interaction Lab, the PDRS was
identified as the most accessible system for the demonstration.

Pursuit to this a PDRS simulation was obtained from the HCIL and an initial knowledge
engineering effort was conducted to understand the operator's task in the PDRS
application. The preliminary results of the knowledge engineering effort and an initial
formulation of an operator function model (OFM) are contained in the appendice.

Since additional funding is not available for the continuation/extension of this project,
this document serves as the final report. In addition to the modeling and knowledge
requirements work summarized in appendices A and B, Appendix C contains a copy of a
chapter written by the Principal Investigator, Cognitive Engineering Models: A
Prerequisite to the Design of Human-Computer Interaction in Complex Dynamic Systems.
The chapter will appear in P. Polson (ed.) Human Computer Interface Design: Success
Cases, Emerging Methods, and Real-World Context. New York: Morgan Kaufman. This
text grew out of a NASA Johnson-sponsored workshop. Mitchell's chapter summarizes a
modeling methodology design to structure knowledge of operator decision making in
control of complex systems; the presentation is designed to be particularly useful to HCI
designers with interests in applications for human operators in complex systems.
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" Preface

Thisdocumentdescribesthcknowledgeneededby thePayloadDeploymentandRetrievalSystem

(PDRS)flight controllerfor monitoringandtroubleshootingthePDRSsystemin theNASA

SpaceShuttle.ThePDRSflight controlleris housedin JohnsonSpaceCenter'sSpaceShuttle

MissionControlRoom. Theflight controller'sresponsibilitiesareto monitorthePDRSfor

possiblefaults,to identifyfaultswhentheyoccur,andto taketheappropriatecorrectiveactionin

theeventof afault. Theintentof thisdocumentis to definegeneralknowledgerequirementsto

supportthedevelopmentof anOperatorFunctionModel (OFM)of theseactivities. This

documentis concernedwith only theflight controller'staskof monitoringthePDRSduringthe

deployment,stowage,release,andlatchingactivities.It is notconcernedwith theflight controller

or shuttlecrew'sactionsduringpayloaddeploymentandretrievalactivities.

Thisdocumentcontainsthreesections.Thefirst sectionprovidesanoverviewof thePDRSasa

componentof theSpaceShuttle.This informationcomesfrom theNASA PDRSmanualslisted

attheendof thisdocument.SectionTwo describestheinformationavailableto thePDRSflight

controlle,both from MissionControlcomputerdisplaysandfrom communicationwith shuttle

crew. Thefinal sectiondescribestheresponsibilitiesof thePDRSflight controller. The

informationin the lasttwo sectionscomesfrom thedocumentationaccompanyingthePDRS

Flight Controllersimulationsoftwarefrom RiceUniversity(Cooke,1992).AppendixA describes

thePDRSdisplaysandcontrolsusedbytheastronautsin theshuttle. AppendixB describesthe

operationalstatesof thePDRSduringpayloaddeploymentandretrievalactivities. AppendixC

providesaglossaryof acronymsusedin thisdocument.
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Section1: PDRSOverview

ThePDRShasfive operationalstages:deployment,release,payloadoperations,latching,and

stowage.Payloadoperationsincludeactivitiessuchasdeployingpayload,graspingobjectsoutside

theshuttle,andinspectingtheshuttleandits payload.While thepayloadoperationsarethe

primarypurposeof thePDRS,thisdocumentwill concentratesolelyon theotherfour operational

stages:deployment,release,latchingandstowage.After theshuttlereachesorbit andprior to

payloadoperations,theshuttlearmmustbedeployedfrom its stowedpositionandreleasedfrom

its supportpedestals.It maythenbeusedfor payloadoperations.After thenecessarypayload

operationsarecompletedandprior to theshuttlepayloaddoorsbeingclosed,thearmmustbe

stowedfor safekeeping.Thisconsistsof latchingthearmto its supportsandstowingthearmout

of theway to enablethedoorsto beclosed.

ThePDRSflight controllermusthavegeneralknowledgeof theentirePDRSsystem,includingits

components,displaysandcontrols,systemlimitationsandoperationalmodes.This restof this

sectiondescribesthefive majorcomponentsof thePDRS.

• RemoteManipulatorSystem(RMS)- theshuttleteleroboticarm

• ManipulatorPositioningMechanisms(MPMs)- pedestalsthatsupportthearmwhile it is stowed

• ManipulatorRetentionLatcheds(MRLs) - latcheswhichsecurethearmto theMPM pedestals

• ClosedCircuit TelevisionSystem(CCTV)- anarmmountedTV cameraanddisplaysystem

• GeneralPurposeComputers(GPCs)- computerswhichaidin operatingthearm

Thestructuralrelationshipsbetweenthesecomponentsareshownin Figure1. Thedarkportion

showsthearmatreston thesupportsandthelightenedportionshowsthearmin usefor payload

operations.



Remote Manipulator System (RM$) - The Remote Manipulator System, or "shuttle arm," is a 50-

foot long manipulator arm consisting of three structural elements connected via three joints in the

arm. It works in a manner similar to the human arm. The arm is connected to the shuttle via the

shoulder joint which connects the arm to the shoulder Manipulator Positioning Mechanism (see

Figure 1). The elbow joint in the middle of the arm enables the arm to bend and is used in

conjunction with the wrist joint to position the end of the arm. The end of the arm contains the

payload capturing device, or end effector, used to grapple payload in the shuttle bay and deploy it.

The end effector can also grapple free-flying payload, enabling it to be placed in the cargo bay.

When not in use, the arm rests on three additional support pedestals (fore, mid, and aft MPMs)

and is secured by latches (MRLs) on these three supports. The arm is always secured during

launch, entry, and during any orbital maneuvers.
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Figure 1 - Side view of PDRS components

Manipulator Positioning Mechanisms (MPMs) - The Manipulator Positioning Mechanism system

serves three purposes in the operation of the RMS. First, the MPM pedestals support the arm at

the base (shoulder joint) and three other positions (fore, mid, and aft) near the arm's joints when

the arm is stowed (see Figure I). Second, when deploying the arm, the MPM drive system rotates

the support pedestals 31 degrees from their stowed position to the position from which the arm is

deployed (see Figure 2). Finally, when the arm is stowed, it rotates the supports from their
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deployed position back into the stowed position. The MPM drive system consists of two

redundant motors which rotate all four MPM support pedestals. The drive system also contains

redundant microswitch sensors which sense the stowed or deployed state of the MPM support

pedestals. The arm must be fully stowed in order to close the payload bay doors. The shoulder

MPM pedestal contains equipment allowing the an_ to be jettisoned from the shuttle in case of an

emergency. The other three support locations (fore, mid, and aft) consist of a support pedestal and

sensing equipment which indicates when the arm and support are in ready-to-latch, latched or

12



releasedconditions.On topof eachof thesesupportpedestalsis aManipulatorRetentionLatch,

whichis usedto securethearmto thesupportpedestal(seeFigure3).

Manipulator Retention Latches (MRLs) - The Manipulator Retention Latches, located on top of the

MPM support pedestals, are used to secure the arm to the MPM pedestals. When the MPM

microswitches indicate that the arm is in the ready-to-latch position (as shown on the left side of

Figure 3), the operator issues the "LATCH" command and the MRL retention hooks secure the

arm to the MPM support pedestals (shown on the right side of Figure 3). Dual redundant motors

drive the latch system. All three MRL latch systems (fore, mid, and aft) are all controlled from a

single switch and are engaged and disengaged simultaneously. The latches also contain redundant

microswitches which indicate whether the arm is in a latched, released, or in-between state.

Closed Circuit Television System (CCTV) - The Closed Circuit Television System consists of a

camera and viewing light mounted on the wrist section of the arm (see Figure 1) and camera

displays located at the PDRS control center. An additional camera can also be mounted on the

elbow joint with pan/tilt capabilities. This system is used primarily for payload handling

operations and can be used for shuttle and payload inspections.

General Purpose Computers (GPCs) - The System Monitoring (SM) GPC is used to operate the

PDRS in one of its computer-assisted modes for moving the arm. The System Monitoring GPC

also provides status information on the PDRS on its computer displays. More information on the

PDRS computer displays is given in Appendix A. A description of the PDRS computer-assisted

and manual operational modes is given in Appendix B.
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Section2: PDRSFlight ControllerDisplays

ThePDRSflight controllerat MissionControlhasasetof displayswhich indicatethestatusof the

variouscomponentsandmicroswitchesdescribedin Section1. Thesedisplaysaredifferent from

thoseon-boardtheshuttle,butshouldbein agreementwith theshuttledisplays.RiceUniversity

developedaMacintosh-basedsimulationof thePDRSflight controlleractivities(Cooke,1992)to

studythestrengthsandweaknessesof commonlyusedknowledgeelicitationtechniques.The

simulationpresentsinformationsimilarto thatusedbythePDRSflight controlleratJohnson

SpaceCenterandwasusedastheknowledgesourcefor thefollowing descriptionsof theflight

controller'sdisplays.

Theresponsibilityof theflight controlleris to diagnosethestateof thePDRSaseithernominal

activityorasafaultcondition,to diagnosethecauseof faults,andto correctfault conditionswhen

theyoccur. To accomplishthis task, the flight controller uses information from the four displays

and voice loop described below.

Section 2.1: MPM/?ClRL Display

Figure 4 shows the flight controller's MPM/MRL display which indicates of the status of the

MPM and MRL microswitches. Section A of the MPM/MRL display contains two indicators

which display the operational states of the MPM support pedestals and MRLs (latches). The

MPM support pedestals can be either stowed or deployed and the MRLs can be either latched or

released. In Figure 4, the MPM support pedestals are stowed and the MRLs are latched. Section

B of the display indicates whether or not the MPM system and each of the three MILLs are

15



operatingproperly. It displays"nominal" if theequipmentisoperating properly and "off-

nominal" if the equipment is not working properly. In Figure 4, the MPM system and all the

MRLs are operating nominally. Section C of the MPM/MRL display shows the signals generated

by the MPM and MRL microswitches. The top two rows in this section of the display are the

indicators for the three sets of redundant MRL micmswitches (fore, mid, and aft) and the bottom

two rows are the indicators for the four sets of redundant MPM microswitches (shoulder, fore,

mid, and aft). In Figure 4, the display indicates that the microswitches are signalling that the

MRLs are latched and the MPM support pedestals are stowed. Section D displays the current

command being executed by the crew. Figure 4 shows that the crew has given the command to

deploy the deploy. The indicators in sections A, B and C are also redundantly color-coded to

indicate nominal conditions (green), warning conditions (yellow), and off-nominal conditions

(red).
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Figure 4 - Flight Controller MPM/MRL Display

Section 2.2: Op Stats Display

Figure 5 shows the Op Stats display as seen by the PDRS flight controller. The op stats

information can be used to determine which of several kinds of faults may be occurring. There are

32 positions in the Op Stats display which contain either a "--" or "OP" signal. When all

positions display the "--" signal, all systems are nominal. When "OP" signals are displayed,

however, some kind of fault is indicated. The number of"OP" signals displayed indicates the

type of fault present in the PDRS. The use of the Op Stats display to diagnose a fault condition is

discussed in the Section 3.2.
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Section 2.3: Talkback Operation Displays

The MPM/MRL display shows the flight controller what it believes is the state of the shuttle's

MPM/MRL microswitches at all times. Due to equipment malfunctions, however, it is possible

for the shuttle's talkback (indicator light) displays (see Section A. 1) to disagree with the

MPM/MRL display. To determine the state of the shuttle's talkback displays in the PDRS

simulation, the flight controller uses the STO Talkback and LAT Talkback displays shown in

Figure 6. The double-lined boxes in Figure 6 indicate that the STO Talkback is showing the

MPMs are in the stowed position and the LAT Talkback is showing the MRLs are in the latched

position. In this example, the shuttle's displays are in agreement with the MPM/MRL display in

Figure 4.
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Need to find out if the PDRS flight controller really has these, or if these were invented by the Rice

folks.
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Section 2.4: Voice Loop

The PDRS flight controller maintains communications with the shuttle crew via the mission

control-to-shuttle voice loop. In the PDRS flight controller simulation, this voice loop is simulated

with a text window showing the comments made by the shuttle crew as they operate the PDRS.

Via this voice loop, the flight controller can also obtain additional status information from the

shuttle crew, including crew actions and the status of shuttle PDRS displays.
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Section3: Functionsof thePDRSFlightController

ThePDRSflight controller must not only be familiar with the components of the PDRS but also

understand the procedures for their proper use, troubleshooting, and repair. The flight controller's

activities can be broadly defined in three categories: fault detection, fault identification and

diagnosis, and fault correction. Fault detection consists of verifying that the states of the PDRS

components, primarily the MPM and MRL microswitches, correspond to the current intended

PDRS activity. When the flight controller has identified a component that is in an improper state

for the current PDRS activity, a fault has been detected. Fault identification and diagnosis consists

of identifying the actual fault that has been detected and diagnosing its cause. Fault correction

consists of taking the appropriate corrective action to mitigate the identified fault.

Section 3.1: Fault Detection Activities

During PDRS operations, the flight controller monitors the status of the MPMs and MRLs to

determine if the RMS has been properly stowed, released, deployed, or latched as required by

PDRS activities. For example, if the PDRS is commanded to latch the arm to the MPM support

pedestals, the flight controller monitors the MPM/MRL Display (Figure 4) to determine if the

MRLs properly latch the arm to the support pedestals. The flight controller is also responsible for

determining when improper commands are given, such as a latch command when the RMS is not

in the ready-for-latch position. If all microswitch indicators on the MPM/MRL display are green

and in agreement with the current commanded action (stow, deploy, release, or latch), the PDRS is

being nominally operated. Any yellow or red microswitch indicators, disagreement between

20



microswitchstatesandthecommandedactivity,ordisagreementbetweenmicroswitchesin a

componentindicatesafault.

Section 3.2: Fault Identification and Diagnosis Activities

When a fault condition is detected, the operator must determine the actual fault that has occurred in

order to take the appropriate corrective action. In addition to the MPM/MRL display used to detect

the fault condition, the operator uses the LAT Talkback Display and STO Talkback Display to

identify the fault condition. Table 1 shows the 18 possible states of the PDRS as def'med by the

Rice University PDRS simulation. The first 14 states are fault conditions, while the final four

states indicate the nominal operation of the PDRS. Columns 1, 3, 4, and 5 contain information

from the MPM/MRL display (see Figure 4 and Section 2.1 above) and column 2 contains

information from the LAT and STO Talkback displays (see Figure 6 and Section 2.3 above). The

first three columns contain the state of the MRL (top) and MPM (bottom) microswitches. When

only one word, e.g. "Latched", appears on a line it indicates that all microswitches are in

agreement. When two words, e.g. "Rel/Lat", appears on a line it indicates that the microswitches

are indicating the some MRLs are latched and some are released. The bolded text indicates the

most recent state change in the MPM/MRL display. For example, if the word "Stowed" is in

bold, the most recent state change has been from the MPM pedestals being deployed to their being

stowed. The last column indicates the actual fault identified by the values in columns 1 through 5.

Table 1 - Fault Identification Rules

I MPM/MRL ] LATISTO ] C°mmanded I Overall I C°l°r I IdentifiedMicroSwitch Talkbacks Activity Status Coding Fault
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MicroSwitch

Talkback

Incongruity

MicroSwitch

Talkback

Incongruity

Single Motor

Release

Single Motor

Latch

Partial

Release

Rel/Lat Latched Latch Nominal and Some Red Partial

Deployed Deployed Deploy Off-Nominal Some Green Latch

Latched Latched Latch MPM Green Nominal

Stowed Stowed Stow Nominal Stow

Latched Latched Latch MPM Green Nominal

Deployed Deployed Deploy Nominal Deploy
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Released

Deployed

Latched

Deployed

Released

Deployed

Latched

Deployed

Release

Deploy

Latch

Deploy

MRL

Nominal

MRL

Nominal

Green

Green

Nominal Release

Nominal

Latch

Once one of the 14 faults has been identified, its cause must be diagnosed using the rules shown in

Table 2. The identified fault condition from Table 1 plus the results of the Op Stats Display (see

Figure 5 and Section 2.2 above) are used to diagnosis the cause of the fault. This diagnosis is then

used to determine what corrective action should be taken by the shuttle crew and the flight

controller.

Table 2 - Fault Diagnosis Rules

Fault Condition Op Stats Display (# OPs) Fault Diagnosis

Uncommanded Deploy 2 MCA Relay Failure

Uncommanded Stow

Uncommanded Deploy 0 MicroSwitch Failure

Uncommanded Stow

Uncommanded Latch 3 Dual Pole Failure

Uncommanded Release

Uncommanded Latch 6 Single Pole Failure

Uncommanded Release

Failed Stow 2 Motor I Failure

Failed Deploy

Failed Stow 1 MicroSwitch Failure

Failed Deploy

Failed Latch 6 Motor 1 Failure

Failed Release

Failed Latch 3 MicroSwitch Failure

Failed Release

Micro Switch / Talkback 0 Talkback Failure

Incongruity
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SingleMotorRelease 6 Motor2 Failure
SingleMotorFailure

SingleMotorRelease 5 MCARelayFailure
SingleMotorFailure

SingleMotorRelease 3 MicroSwitch Failure

Single Motor Failure

Partial Release 6 Motor 1 Failure

Partial Latch

Partial Release 3 MicroSwitch Failure

Partial Latch

Section 3.3: Fault Correction Activities

Once the fault has been diagnosed, the flight controller is responsible for taking the appropriate

corrective action. This may be as simple as reporting the failure to the shuttle crew or other

personnel or as complicated as requiring the crew to perform in-flight maintenance (IFM) on some

component of the PDRS. In the most extreme case, it can include jettisoning the shuttle arm.

Table 3 provides the rules used by the flight controller to determine what corrective action to take

given the fault condition. If the fault is a microswitch failure or dual pole failure, the flight

controller checks the crew timeline to see if one of the crew members has enough time to perform

In-Flight Maintenance 0FM). The crew timeline indicates when the members of the crew are

scheduled for various activities. Sleep time and free time are also scheduled. IFM can only be

requested if one of the crew has two-and-a-half continuous hours of sleep or free time available.

Table 3 - Corrective Action Rules

I Fault Diagnosis I Corrective Action !
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MCA Relay Failure Turn AC motor circuit breaker OFF

One Pole Failure

MicroSwitch Failure Request IFM if appropriate, otherwise report Failure to

Dual Pole Failure Communications and Engineering

Motor 1 Failure Report Failure to Flight Director and Engineering

Motor 2 Failure If (fault = Failed Stow) then jettison arm at shoulder MPM

Talkback Failure Report talkback failure to shuttle crew and Engineering
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Section4 - OperatorFunctionModel (OFM)
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AppendixA - PDRSDisplaysandControlsin theSpaceShuttle

ThePDRSshuttledisplayandcontrolsystemconsistsof twocontrolpanelsandtwo computer

displays located in the aft compartment of the shuttle. The control panels, labeled A8L and A8U in

NASA documentation, are control and indicator panels located near the PDRS hand controllers.

The computer display screens are part of the System Monitoring computer system and are located

adjacent to the control panels.

Section A.1 - Control Panel A8L

Panel A8L contains the switches and talkbacks, or indicator lights, associated with the MPM and

MRL systems. In the shuttle, panel A8L is configured to support two shuttle arms (port and

starboard) although current shuttles are all configured with only a single (port) arm. The portion of

panel A8L dealing with the MPM and MRL systems of the port ann (RMS) is reproduced in

Figure 7. The control switches and talkbacks (indicator lights) in Figure 7 are described below.

RMS Stow/DeplQy Talkback (DS4_ - The RMS Stow/Deploy Talkback indicates the current

deploy/stow status of the MPM support pedestals. It displays text or barberpole shading to

indicates one of three possible systems states as follows.

• STO indicates the MPMs are in the stowed position (rotated in)

• DEP indicates the MPMs are in the deployed position (rotated out)

• Barberpole shading indicates the MPMs are between the stowed and deployed positions
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RMS Stow/Deploy Switch ($5) - The RMS Stow/Deploy Switch commands the MPM support

pedestals to route into either the deployed or stowed position.

RMS Retension I PORT RMS I

Latches Talkback _ _ RETENTIONLATCHES I
READY

RMS _ FOR LATCH

Stow/Deploy
Talkback

DEPLOY RELEASE

RMS

Stow/Deploy _ Ready-For-Latch
Switch Talkbacks

STOW LATCH

RMS AUTO A AUTO B [

INILatches Switch FWD

OFF OFF

Figure 7 - Port RMS portion of Shuttle Control Panel A8L

RMS Retention Latches Switch ($6) - The RMS Retention Latches Switch is used to command

the MRL system to latch or release the arm from the MPM supports.

RMS Retention Latches Talkback (DS5) - The RMS Retention Latches Talkback indicates the

current release or latch sums of all three latches (MRLs). It displays text or barberpole shading to

indicates one of three possible systems states as follows.

* LAT indicates the MRLs are latched
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• REL indicatestheMRLs arereleased

• Barberpole shading indicates the MPMs are between latched and released positions.

RMS Ready For Latch Talkbacks (DS6, DS8, D$10) - The RMS Ready-For-Latch Talkbacks

indicate whether or not the shuttle arm is in position for the MRLs to latch the arm to the MPMs.

This is indicated by the talkbacks as follows:

• Gray shading indicates the arm is in position to be latched

• Barberpole shading indicates the arm is not in a position to be latched.

There are three talkbacks, one for each of the MPM/MRL combinations (fore, mid, aft).

Section A.2 - Control Panel A8U

May want to describe Panel ASU. Not really related to this task, but a description would provide

more background information on the general use of the arm. Need to search through the NASA

documentation to find out what is the purpose of this display.

Section A.3 - PDRS Control Display

The PDRS CONTROL is one of the displays in the System Monitoring computer related to the

operation of the PDRS. It indicates the status of the shoulder MPM, the status of the retention

latches, and if the arm is in the ready-for-latch position. It has two sections which present this

status information: The RMS Shoulder Stow/Deploy Display section and the RMS
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Latch/Release/ReadyDisplaysection.Thesesectionsof thedisplayareshownin Figure8and

describedbelow.

RMS Shoulder

Stow/Deploy

Display

RMS

Latch/Release/Ready

Display

XXX/094/X PDRS CONTROL XX X

RMS STO/DPLY

SHLD 1 1 0 0

RMS LAT/REL /RDY

AFT 0 0 1 1 0 0

MID 0 0 1 1 0 0

FWD 0 0 1 i 0 0
(X X)

Figure 8 - PDRS Control Display

RMS Shoulder Stow/Deploy Display - Four microswitches on the shoulder MPM support

pedestal indicate the stowed/deployed status of the pedestal. Two redundant microswitches

indicate if the pedestal is deployed and the other two redundant microswitches indicate if the

pedestal is stowed. The output of these four microswitches is displayed on the RMS Shoulder

Stow/Deploy Display as shown in Figure 7. A '1' is displayed for each microswitch that is

activated and a '0' is displayed for each that is not. The stowed microswitch indications are
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displayedfirst andthenthedeployedmicroswitchindications.For example,Figure8 indicatesthe

nominalstowedstatusof theshouldersupportpedestal.

RMS Latch/Release/Ready Display - Each of the three MRLs has a set of doubly redundant

microswitches which indicate if the latches are in a latched or released position and if the arm is in

a ready-for-latch position. The RMS Latch/Release/Ready Display shows the status of each of

these microswitches for each of the three MRLs (aft, mid, forward). A ' 1' is displayed for each

microswitch that is activated and a '0' is displayed for each that is not. The latched microswitch

indications are displayed first, followed by the released microswitch indications, followed by the

ready-for-latch microswitch indications. For example, Figure 8 shows the indication that all

MRLs are released and that the arm is not in a ready-for-latch position.

Section A.4 - PDRS Status Display

Need to describe this display, even though it isn't used in MPM/MRL tasks. Again, it would

provide more background on the use of the arm.
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AppendixB - PDRSOperationalModes

Afterbeingdeployedandreleased,theshuttlearmcanbeusedto maneuverpayloadfrom the

payloadbayintospaceor to grapplepayloadin space.It canalsobeusedto visually inspect

payloador theshuttleusingthewrist-mountedTV camera.ThePDRSastronautmustmaneuver

thearmto accomplishanyof theseactivities.Movementof thearmmaybeaccomplishedusing

oneof thefollowing anncontrolmodes.

Section B. 1 - Automatic Control Modes

There are two automatic control modes available to the operator, preprogrammed and operator

commanded.

Preprogrammed Automatic Control Mode - The preprogrammed automatic control mode has the

capability for storing automatic sequences in the System Monitoring computer. Using the

computer, four such sequences can be assigned for selection on Panel A8U. Each automatic

sequence consists of a series of arm positions and attitudes. As many as 200 total positions and

attitudes may be specified for up to 20 automatic sequences.

Operator Commanded Auto Sequences (OCAS) - The operator-commanded auto sequence moves

the arm from its present position and attitude to a new position and attitude specified by the

operator. After entering the desired position and attitude, the operator commands the computer to

verify that the requested position and attitude are legal with respect to possible arm configuration
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andcapabilities.It is importantfor theoperatorto understandthattheautomaticmodesdonot

checkfor collisionavoidanceandthatcarefulobservationof thearmis requiredatall times.

Theautomaticcontrolmodesaretypicallyusedfor maneuveringapayloadoutsidethepayloadbay

or for maneuveringtheunloadedarmto thepre-stowageposition.

Section B.2 - Manual Augmented Control Modes

The manual augmented control modes allow the operator to direct the arm using two hand

controllers. The PDRS computer processes the hand controller signals into a rate command for

each joint of the arm. Five manual augmented control modes are available. For more information

on these modes see pages 2-25 through 2-30 of the PDRS Overview Workbook.

Orbiter Unloaded Mode - When the arm is unloaded, the Orbiter unloaded mode may be used to

control the position and attitude of the arm's end effector (grappling device). One hand controller

specifies left/right, up/down, and front/back positioning of the end effector, while the other

specifies yaw, pitch, and roll of the end effector. In the Orbiter unloaded mode, the motion of the

arm is parallel to the shuttle's body coordinate system.

End Effector Mode - The end effector mode is similar to the Orbiter unloaded mode, except that

the hand controller signals are translated about the coordinate system defined by the wrist-mounted

TV camera. Front/back movement causes the wrist to move forwards/backwards along the
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longitudinalaxisof thecamera.Similartranslationsareappliedto left/fight andup/downmotions

of thehandcontroller.

Payload Mode - The manual augmented payload mode is used when the arm is grasping payload

to enable the operator to translate and rotate the payload in directions that correspond to the

orientation of the payload.

Orbiter Loaded MO_I(_ - The Orbiter loaded mode is used to move the payload in relation to the

shuttle. It is similar to the Payload mode, except that the translations from the hand controller

signals to the arm movements are different. It is typically used for useful for berthing and

unberthing operations.

Rate Hold Mode - While using any of the above manual control modes, the operator may press a

button on one of the hand controllers which places the system in rate hold mode. In this mode, the

current rate command is maintained when the operator releases the hand controllers. Once this rate

has been established, additional rate bias can by superimposed by the hand controllers.

Section B.3 - Single-Joint Drive Control Mode

The single-joint drive mode allows the operator to selectively move the ann by controlling one

joint at a time. The operator selects the joint to drive and then uses a toggle switch on panel ASU

to supply a f'Lxed joint drive signal. The computer interprets this signal and supplies commands to

drive the selected joint. This mode is typically used for stowing and deploying the arm.
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Section B.4 - Direct Drive and Backup Drive Control Modes

The direct drive mode is a contingency mode that bypasses all computer augmentation and allows

the operator to directly drive the joints of the arm. The direct drive mode is typically used only

when there is a problem with the computer system and one of the automatic or augmented control

modes is not available.

The backup drive mode is a contingency mode that is used only with none of the other modes of

operation are available. It can be used to maneuver a payload to a safe release position or to stow

an unloaded arm.
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AppendixC - Glossaryof Acronyms

CCTV ClosedCircuit Television- thetelevisionsystemconsistingof two camerasmounted

on theshuttle'sarmandtwo displayslocatedin theshuttleatthePDRScontrolstation.

DEP

GPC

Deploy- usedin PDRSdisplaysto indicatewhentheMPM microswitchesindicate

thattheMPM pedestalshavebeenrotatedout tothedeployposition.

GeneralPurposeComputer

IFM In FlightMaintenance- servicingof equipmentbyshuttleastronautsduringflight

LAT Latch- usedin PDRSdisplaysto indicatewhentheMRL microswitchesindicatethe

armis latchedto theMPM supportpedestals

MPM ManipulatorPositioningMechanism- thepedestalwhichsupportstheshuttlearm

whenit is not in useandis usedto rotatethearmbetweenits stowageanddeployment

positions.

MRL ManipulatorReleaseLatch- the latchwhichsecuresthearmto theMPM pedestal

whenthearmis stowedor in theprocessof beingstowedor deployed.

OCAS OperatorCommandedAuto Sequence- apreprogrammedseriesof armmaneuvers

usedstoredin theSystemMonitoringGPCallowingthecomputerto maneuverthe

annautomaticallyto performaprescribedtask.

Op Stats

OFM

OperationalStats- oneof thedisplaysusedby thePDRSflight controllerto determine

thecauseof a particularfaultcondition

OperatorFunctionModel
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PDRS PayloadDeploymentandRetrievalSystem- theshuttlesystemconsistingof thearm

andall its components,theMPM andMRL systems,theCCTV system,andthe

associatedcomputers,controlsanddisplays.

REL Release- usedin PDRSdisplaysto indicatewhentheMRL microswitchesindicatethe

armhasbeenreleasedfrom theMPM supportpedestals

RMS RemoteManipulatorSystem- theshuttle'steleroboticarm

RMO

SM

RemoteManipulationOperations- useof thearmfor payloaddeploymentandretrieval

activities

SystemMonitoring (GPC)- oneof theGeneralPurposeComputersonboardthe

shuttlethatis usedfor monitoringandoperatingtheshuttlearm.

STO Stow- usedin PDRSdisplaysto indicatewhentheMPM microswitchesindicatethat

theMPM pedestalshavebeenrotatedin to thestowposition.
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AppendixB

Preliminary PDRS Operator Function Model (OFM)
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